Christian Church of today. For further reading, we would like to draw attention to Daniela Kalkandjieva's The Russian Orthodox Church, 1917 Church, -1948 : from decline to Resurrection, published in 2015, in the Routledge series, Religion, Society and Government in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet states. This series continues to grow, under Series Editor, Lucian Leustean, whom we are also glad to have on our Editorial Advisory Board.
The Anglican Communion worldwide is by now deep into the planning of the 2020 Lambeth Conference of Bishops, at which 900 or more bishops of the Communion will meet in conference in Canterbury, UK, on the subject, 'God's Church for God's World'. In this issue of IJSCC, Edward Dowler's enlightening review of Church, a recent book by Ephraim Radner (Anglican priest and Professor of Historical Theology, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto), covers a source which might make useful reading for Lambeth Conference participants as well as for many others.
Our two remaining articles in this issue are, first 'The Motherhood of the Church in Henri de Lubac and John Calvin', by Alexander Irving, who has recently completed his doctorate in the University of Oxford and teaches at the London School of Theology. As the author argues, 'Despite divergent ecclesiological grammars and themes, Catholic and Reformed traditions are drawing from a shared patristic inheritance which gives good ground for dialogue and for respective ecclesial self-understandings'.
Secondly, Ambrose Mong, in his contrasting article from another continent, 'Our Lady of Guadalupe: Model of Inculturation', examines the historical context in which the apparition took place, varying interpretations of the event and the controversies that surrounded it, concluding that Guadalupe, an imported Spanish name, though not part of the indigenous people's vocabulary, brought together the varied groups in Mexican society, 'forging a national identity that is cohesive and enduring'.
Ambrose Mong is based in Hong Kong, where he is a research associate and lecturer at the Chinese University and is also the chaplain for hispanic inmates in Hong Kong prisons. He has previously contributed to IJSCC, e.g. Charles Gützlaff: his secret and sacred services, IJSCC vol. 16, no. 1, (2016): 42-57.
NEWS item first published in IJSCC vol. 17. no. 4 (December 2017)
New online submission experience
We are pleased to draw attention to the new easy-to-use, online submission experience for authors, which has been developed by Taylor and Francis and is now in use for this journal. Authors submitting their work by this route will have access to questions relevant to IJSCC's submission requirements, and editors will receive files once they are complete with what is required.
We anticipate that this will save editorial time. The guided submission process will be carried out by a Customer Services team, and this should ensure that complete submissions are sent promptly to the editors, reducing administration and follow-up queries. The new system will also allow authors to submit their work and check on the status of submissions in one place.
Information about the new Submission Portal is in the journal webpage, in the Manuscript Submission section. The link to the Submission Portal is also there, and is pasted here: RJSC. PLEASE NOTE: It is still possible to contact the Editors on editorsijscc@eastmarden.net, if you are in doubt about whether IJSCC deals with your particular subject area or have any other queries you would like to put to academic editors before you submit an article. For all queries relating to book reviews, e.g., if you wish to ask if we are interested in your book for review, before asking your publisher to send us a copy, please continue to use editorsijsc-c@eastmarden.net
Revd Canon Deacon Dr Christine Hall
Prebendary of Sutton, Chichester, Research Fellow in Ecclesiology, Faculty of Theology, University of Uppsala Editor in Chief, IJSCC
